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The Xenon™ XP 1950 series scanners deliver premium performance and class-leading durability for improved employee productivity
and maximum uptime – leading to a lower TCO.

Fast, Accurate Scanning

Superior scanning performance, even on damaged and poor-quality barcodes, eliminates wasted seconds from every transaction.

Best-in-Class Durability

Engineered to withstand 2,000 0.5 m (1.6 ft) tumbles and 50 1.8 m (6 ft) drops, the scanners bring class-leading durability and
reliability to any environment.

Accurate 1D and 2D Scans

Xenon XP 1950 series scanners are optimized for scanning both digital codes off customer smartphones and merchandise codes by
the cashier at the register.

Freedom of Cordless Scanning

Take advantage of the freedom of wireless scanning up to 100 meters (300 feet) from the base, or the security of a tethered USB or
serial connection.

Easy Software Updates

The Honeywell Scanner Management Utility (SMU) creates a holistic solution that automates how you deploy and update the
scanners in your environment.

Disinfectant Ready Housings – New!

Select models now available with Disinfectant Ready Housings. These models can be cleaned regularly with a wide variety of
cleaning solutions without damaging your product.

Cashiers struggling to read poorly printed or damaged barcodes can lead to frustration from customers and ultimately lost revenue.
Delivering excellent customer service is your mission, and providing lasting impressions for your loyal customers driven by fast,
accurate, and friendly checkout experiences is critical. Empower your cashiers to deliver on your mission and commitment to provide
excellent customer service experiences with the Honeywell Xenon™ Extreme Performance (XP) series. The Xenon XP 1950g offers
superior scan performance, easily capturing even the most difficult-to-read or damaged barcodes.

Engineered to 50 drops at 1.8 m (6 ft) and 2,000 tumbles at 0.5 m (1.6 ft), and with an IP41 ingress rating for water and dust, the



Xenon XP 1950g scanner delivers class-leading durability. This significantly reduces scanner downtime and service costs, leading to
a longer lifecycle and a lower total cost of ownership.

Designed for retail environments that demand high-accuracy scanning of barcodes, whether at a distance, or even on damaged
barcodes, the Xenon XP 1950g scanner reduces strain on the associate – decreasing the need to bend to reach barcodes on the
bottom shelf or bottom of the basket. The Xenon XP 1950g is available in Black or Lyric White models to match the scanner to your
environment, and an available vibration mode ensures you get scanner feedback regardless of your surroundings.

Zusammenfassung

The Xenon™ XP 1950 series scanners deliver premium performance and class-leading durability for improved employee productivity
and maximum uptime – leading to a lower TCO.

Fast, Accurate Scanning

Superior scanning performance, even on damaged and poor-quality barcodes, eliminates wasted seconds from every transaction.

Best-in-Class Durability

Engineered to withstand 2,000 0.5 m (1.6 ft) tumbles and 50 1.8 m (6 ft) drops, the scanners bring class-leading durability and reliability
to any environment.

Accurate 1D and 2D Scans

Xenon XP 1950 series scanners are optimized for scanning both digital codes off customer smartphones and merchandise codes by
the cashier at the register.

Freedom of Cordless Scanning

Take advantage of the freedom of wireless scanning up to 100 meters (300 feet) from the base, or the security of a tethered USB or
serial connection.

Easy Software Updates

The Honeywell Scanner Management Utility (SMU) creates a holistic solution that automates how you deploy and update the scanners
in your environment.

Disinfectant Ready Housings – New!

Select models now available with Disinfectant Ready Housings. These models can be cleaned regularly with a wide variety of cleaning
solutions without damaging your product.

Cashiers struggling to read poorly printed or damaged barcodes can lead to frustration from customers and ultimately lost revenue.
Delivering excellent customer service is your mission, and providing lasting impressions for your loyal customers driven by fast,
accurate, and friendly checkout experiences is critical. Empower your cashiers to deliver on your mission and commitment to provide
excellent customer service experiences with the Honeywell Xenon™ Extreme Performance (XP) series. The Xenon XP 1950g offers
superior scan performance, easily capturing even the most difficult-to-read or damaged barcodes.

Engineered to 50 drops at 1.8 m (6 ft) and 2,000 tumbles at 0.5 m (1.6 ft), and with an IP41 ingress rating for water and dust, the
Xenon XP 1950g scanner delivers class-leading durability. This significantly reduces scanner downtime and service costs, leading to a
longer lifecycle and a lower total cost of ownership.

Designed for retail environments that demand high-accuracy scanning of barcodes, whether at a distance, or even on damaged
barcodes, the Xenon XP 1950g scanner reduces strain on the associate – decreasing the need to bend to reach barcodes on the
bottom shelf or bottom of the basket. The Xenon XP 1950g is available in Black or Lyric White models to match the scanner to your
environment, and an available vibration mode ensures you get scanner feedback regardless of your surroundings.

Honeywell Xenon 1950g, Handheld bar code reader, 1D/2D, Code 128, Code 39, U.P.C., Data Matrix, PDF417, QR Code, 1280 x 800
pixels, 0 - 100000 lx

Honeywell Xenon 1950g. Type: Handheld bar code reader, Scanner type: 1D/2D, Linear (1D) barcodes supported: Code 128, Code 39,
U.P.C.. Connectivity technology: Wired, Standard interfaces: USB, Cable length: 3 m. Product colour: Black, International Protection
(IP) code: IP41, Protection features: Bump resistant. Power source type: DC, Input voltage: 4.4 – 5.5. Weight: 160 g, Width: 64 mm,



Depth: 99 mm

 

Merkmale

  

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS)
code

84716070

 

Packaging data

Cables included USB

 

Power

Power source type DC
Input voltage 4.4 – 5.5

 

Operational conditions

Operating temperature (T-T) 0 - 50 °C
Storage temperature (T-T) -40 - 70 °C
Operating relative humidity (H-
H)

0 - 95%

 

Ports & interfaces

Connectivity technology Wired
Standard interfaces USB
Cable length 3 m

 

Weight & dimensions

Width 64 mm
Depth 99 mm
Height 165 mm
Weight 160 g

 

Performance

International Protection (IP) code IP41
Protection features Bump resistant
LED indicators Y
Buzzer Y
Built-in display N
Product colour Black

 

Scanning

Type Handheld bar code reader
Scanner type 1D/2D
Linear (1D) barcodes supported Code 128, Code 39, U.P.C.
2D (matrix & stacked) barcodes
supported

Data Matrix, PDF417, QR Code

Optical sensor resolution (W x H) 1280 x 800 pixels
Light levels (direct sunlight) 0 - 100000 lx
Pitch reading angle -45 - 45°

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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